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Abstract
Van der Waals layered materials with well-defined twist angles between the crystal lattices of
individual layers have attracted increasing attention due to the emergence of unexpected material
properties. As many properties critically depend on the exact twist angle and its spatial
homogeneity, there is a need for a fast and non-invasive characterization technique of the local
twist angle, to be applied preferably right after stacking. We demonstrate that confocal Raman
spectroscopy can be utilized to spatially map the twist angle in stacked bilayer graphene for angles
between 6.5◦ and 8◦ when using a green excitation laser. The twist angles can directly be extracted
from the moiré superlattice-activated Raman scattering process of the transverse acoustic (TA)
phonon mode. Furthermore, we show that the width of the TA Raman peak contains valuable
information on spatial twist angle variations on length scales below the laser spot size of∼500 nm.

A unique degree of freedom in stacked two-
dimensional (2D) materials is the twist angle, θ,
between the crystal lattice of adjacent layers. The
interlayer twist angle leads to the formation of super-
structures with large periodicity, so-called moiré pat-
terns, which have been shown to strongly influence
the electronic, optical and phononic properties of
twisted homo- and heterostructures [1–5]. In par-
ticular, structures of twisted graphene layers show
a wide range of interesting phenomena including
superconductivity, ferromagnetism, Fermi velocity
reduction or the formation of topological chan-
nels [2, 3, 6–13]. Many of these phenomena can be
explored in twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) near
the so-called magic angle, around θ ∼ 1.1◦. Lar-
ger twist angles enable a fine control over the Fermi
velocity [14] and the tailoring of optoelectronic
properties [15, 16]. For example, tunable van Hove

singularities allow for twist angle controlled visible
and near-infrared absorption enhancement, mak-
ing twisted bilayer graphene interesting for sensitive
wavelength selective photo-detectors [15]. All these
effects not only strongly depend on θ, but are further
affected by spatial variations and local gradients in θ,
which may occur during the sample fabrication and
have been shown to yield strong unscreened in-plane
electric fields or change the local band structure [17].
It is therefore important to establish non-invasive
characterization techniques for the spatial probing of
twist angles, which can be used during device fabric-
ation and help to link physical phenomena to twist
angles and spatial twist angle variations.

Different experimental techniques have been
employed to spatially resolve variations in θ, such
as (a) transmission electron microscopy [18, 19],
(b) atomic force microscopy (AFM) [20–22],
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Figure 1. (a) Schematics of the experimental setup for spatial Raman mapping of tBLG on hBN. The lower inset highlights the
formed moiré pattern for a given twist angle θ. (b) A mini Brillouin zone with reciprocal lattice vectors bs1,2 emerges due to the
additional periodicity of the superlattice. (c) Phonon dispersion along the Γ–K direction highlighting the three acoustic (A) and
three optical (O) phonon branches. The vertical green dotted line indicates the momentum Q provided by the superlattice, which
allows additional Raman scattering. (d) Scanning tunneling microscopy image with atomic resolution of fabricated tBLG
structure with a twist angle of 7.5◦ as deduced from the moiré periodicity. (e) Raman spectra taken on three different tBLG
samples with different nominal twist angels: 8◦ (red/orange traces), 7.5◦ (green) and 7◦ (blue). For each sample three spectra on
different positions are shown highlighting the different twist angle sensitivity of the superlattice-induced Raman peaks (TA and
LO). Here, the Raman signal of the silicon background is subtracted for clarity.

(c) scanning tunneling spectroscopy [23–29], (d) tip-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy [30], (e) azimuthal
scanning electron microscopy [31], (f) scanning
microwave impedance microscopy [32], and
(g) scanning superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) microscopy [17]. However, these
techniques are either not applicable for tBLG fully
encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) (a)–
(d), lack θ sensitivity (e), (f), have low throughput
(a), (c), (d), (g), require low temperatures (g) or
specialized sample preparation (a), (c), (d), (g). In
contrast, confocal Raman spectroscopy, as a prom-
ising optical characterization technique to determ-
ine θ, is fast, spatially-resolved, non-invasive and
allows to probe buried layers. This method has been
recently employed to image θ in twisted transition-
metal dichalcogenides [33]. Its capabilities to resolve
θ in graphene are however limited, when consider-
ing the energy, i.e. frequency of the major G, D and
2D Raman modes of graphene, due to their weak
dependence on θ [30, 34–36].

Herewe utilize superlattice-activatedRaman scat-
tering processes leading to additional Raman peaks
that have been shown to exhibit a large energy
dependence on the twist angle [37–42] and thus
promise a high precision in determining θ. By per-
forming spatially-resolved confocal Raman spectro-
scopy on twisted bilayer graphene we show that
the superlattice-induced transverse acoustic (TA)
Raman peak at ωTA ≈ 275 cm−1 can be used to
spatially map the twist angles with a precision to
resolve changes in θ better than 0.01◦ for twist
angles ranging from 6.5◦ to 8◦. This high precision
enables us to spatially resolve minute twist angle vari-
ations within the device, making confocal Raman

mapping a very valuable method for assessing the
twist angle homogeneity. Furthermore, we show that
the observed TA peak width, ΓTA, can be used as
a measure of nanometer-scale twist angle variations
smaller than the size of the laser spot, which allows
for the identification of regions with a homogeneous
twist angle.

We start by recalling the physical processes behind
the twist angle-related Raman peaks in stacked bilayer
graphene [37–39, 43]. When two graphene layers are
stacked with a twist angle θ between their lattices, a
superlattice is formed in real space (see lattice struc-
ture in figure 1(a)). In reciprocal space, this additional
periodicity results in a newmini-Brillouin zone (dot-
ted lines in figure 1(b)) with lattice vectors bs1,2(θ) of
length

Q(θ) = |bs1,2(θ)| =
8π√
3a

sin

(
θ

2

)
, (1)

where a = 0.247 nm is the lattice parameter of
graphene. This reduction in Brillouin zone size can
be viewed as the ability of the superlattice to provide
momenta of multiples of its reciprocal lattice vectors
bs1,2(θ). As a result, the momentum selection rules
for Raman scattering allow probing of additional
phonon modes that are located at Γ ± bs1,2(θ), i.e.
these modes become Raman active [37–39, 43]. The
respective frequencies of these superlattice-induced
Raman peaks depend on θ due to the dispersion of
the phonon modes (see figure 1(c)) and the relation
between Q and θ (equation (1)). Although the path
in reciprocal space defined by bs1,2(θ) slightly deviates
from the path along Γ–K, we use the phonon disper-
sion along this high-symmetry axis in our analysis.
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The accuracy of this approximation is discussed
below and in the supplementary information. It is
important to emphasize that these Raman peaks
result from resonant Raman scattering processes, i.e.
their respective intensities depend on the combina-
tion of the twist angle and laser energy used for the
Raman experiments.

The investigated van der Waals heterostructures
were built using the tear and stack method [44, 45]
and consist of an hBN crystal (20–30 nm thick) with
tBLG of the respective nominal twist angle on top
(see figure 1(a)). To achieve this stacking orientation,
the heterostructures were fabricated using a polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS)/polyvinyl alcohol stamp to
first pick up a hBN flake followed by two graphene
sheets torn from the same flake. In the next step,
the hBN/tBLG heterostructure is flipped by deposit-
ing it on a PDMS/poly(bisphenol A carbonate) stamp
with the tBLG lying on the polymer. After this step,
the heterostructure is transferred to a Si++/SiO2 sub-
strate and the tBLG is lying on top of the hBN crys-
tal. The fabrication procedure is described in detail
in the supplemental information. Prior to the Raman
measurements, we employed an AFM cleaning step
[46, 47] to remove residual polymers from the sur-
face of the tBLG. In figure 1(d) we show a scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) image of such a tBLG
sample, demonstrating that we indeed obtain clean
samples. Furthermore, a periodicity is observed that
can be attributed to the formation of a moiré pat-
tern between the graphene layers with a twist angle
of 7.5◦ [48].

In our twisted bilayer graphene samples we find
that the superlattice-induced TA and longitudinal
optical (LO) Raman peaks appear most promin-
ently in samples built with twist angles between 6.5◦

and 8◦. This is in line with an analysis that com-
bines the optical resonance conditions with sym-
metry considerations of the electron–phonon inter-
action as outlined in [49]. For a green laser with a
photon energy of 2.33 eV and twist angles near 7◦, we
accordingly identify the superlattice-induced peaks
as the result of an intralayer process excited near
the K-point, where the required crystal momentum
for the phonon transition matches the length of the
mini-Brillouin zone Q(θ) [37–39]. These energy and
momentum considerations would in principle allow
all phonon branches to become Raman-active, but
due to symmetry considerations only phonons from
the TA and LO branch are allowed to partake in int-
ralayer transitions and thus become observable in
our measurement [50, 51]. Figure 1(e) shows several
representative Raman spectra measured on samples
with nominal (n) twist angles of θn = 7◦, 7.5◦ and
8◦. Although both modes can also be observed at
larger and lower twist angles with lower intensities,
we restrict our study to this angle range with large
peak intensities. This allows for short data acquisition

times and, hence, Raman images with high spatial
resolution [39].

The most striking observation in figure 1(e) is the
large change in the frequency of the Raman TA peak
for different twist angles, compared to the Raman
G and LO peak. The strong variation of the Raman
TA peak position can be traced back to the large
dispersion ∂ωTA/∂q of the TA branch, as shown in
figure 1(c). Importantly, we also observe strong vari-
ations of ωTA within each sample, e.g. up to shifts of
25 cm−1 for the sample with θn = 7◦ (blue spectra in
figure 1(e)), indicating spatial inhomogeneities in θ.

For mapping the twist angle and studying its spa-
tial homogeneity we focus on the spatial depend-
ence of ωTA and the strong dependence of ωTA on
θ. We present spatial Raman maps of the sample
built with a nominal twist angle of θn = 7◦, which
shows the strongest θ variations in figure 1(e). In
figures 2(a) and (b) we show an optical image and
a phase image taken by AFM, respectively, showing
the finished tBLG sample with θn = 7◦. The dotted
line outlines the region of tBLG. As indicated by the
arrow, the stack got ruptured along several direc-
tions during fabrication. The ruptures are well vis-
ible in the Raman map of the 2D peak width Γ2D

in figure 2(c). The 2D peak width is known to be
strongly influenced by the electronic band-structure-
changes between graphene and tBLG [34, 52], which
results in an overall narrow line width for (effect-
ive) single-layer graphene and a broader line width
for bilayer graphene. The small line width and a
decrease in G peak intensity (not displayed) along
the ruptures (yellowish color) shows the presence of
single-layer graphene, indicating that the ruptures
and cracks are predominantly present only in one of
the graphene sheets in the tBLG sample. However, the
Raman G peak position ωG in figure 2(d) is spatially
quite homogeneous, indicating that there are no large
amounts of residual strain or doping within the het-
erostructure [53–55].

In contrast, ωTA (figure 2(e)) varies significantly
and forms distinct domains mostly delimited by rup-
tures and cracks. Thanks to the homogeneity in ωG,
we exclude strain and doping as the origin of these
variations in ωTA and therefore conclude that vari-
ations in ωTA result from changes in the twist angle
θ. We note that the ωTA mode cannot be extracted
for all regions of the tBLG. This might either be due
to disordered folding of the graphene sheets near the
edges or due to local twist angle values beyond the
accessible range. We next convert the ωTA values to
twist angles θ by inverting equation (1) and using the
phonon band structure of graphene. To verify this
relation, we first compare the mean values of ωTA

obtained from the three samples to the phonon dis-
persion alongΓ–K, where qΓ−K is converted to a twist
angle θ. As shown in figure 2(f), we find a good agree-
ment between the mean ωTA of our three samples
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Figure 2. (a) Optical image of tBLG (θn = 7◦) on hBN (large blue crystal). The dashed lines indicate the extent of the tBLG
region. (b) Phase channel of an AFM image of the same heterostructure. The arrow marks a ruptured area of the tBLG. (c) The
width of the Raman 2D peak Γ2D highlights folds and cracks within one graphene layer, as indicated e.g. by the arrow. (d) The
position of the Raman G peak ωG shows only minor variations over the entire sample, ruling out strong doping and strain
variations. (e) Left panel: the position of the Raman TA peak ωTA shows large spatial variation and the formation of distinct
domains between the cracks and folds. Right panel: close-up of the square displayed in the left panel, showing ωTA variations
within one ‘domain’. (f) Phonon dispersion along the Γ–K direction, where qΓ−K is converted to θ via equation (1). The colored
circles represent the mean positions of ωTA of the three samples (see inset) built with twist angles of θn ≈ 7◦, 7.5◦, 8◦. The color
code corresponds to figure 1(e). The purple dots are taken from [37]. The bold gray line is a linear fit to ωTA for θ < 10◦. The
inset shows histograms of ωTA extracted from the Raman maps of the three different samples (see colored arrows).

and the phonon dispersion, when using θn = 7◦,7.5◦

and 8◦ as targeted during fabrication. This finding is
consistent with previous studies [37] (see purple dots
in figure 2(f)) and verifies the θ-dependence of ωTA,
which allows to invert ωTA(θ) and thus directly trans-
late the ωTA into θTA. The index of θTA indicates that
the twist angle is determined via the ωTA to θ relation
in figure 2(f), in contrast to the nominal twist angle θn
defined during fabrication. In figure 2(e) we directly
converted the ωTA scale bar into a θTA scale bar using
the theoretical phonon dispersion. It shows that even
within the same tBLG stack aimed at θn = 7◦, there
are large spatial variations in θTA ranging from 6.5◦

to 7.3◦.
To estimate the accuracy and precision to determ-

ine the twist angle by this technique, we linearize
ωTA(θ) in this angle regime (see bold gray line in
figure 2(f)) to obtain a simple expression of the twist
angle given by θTA ≈ 0.0265◦ ·ωTA/cm−1. By com-
paring our theoretical dispersion with earlier exper-
iments [56–59] (see supplementary information), we
estimate that there is an uncertainty of ≈9% on the
slope of 0.0265◦/cm−1. This translates into a ≈9%
uncertainty on the absolute value of the twist angle in

figure 2(e). To determine the precision of ourmethod,
which defines our ability to resolve changes in the
twist angle as a function of position, we analyze all
the fitting results for themap in figure 2(e) and obtain
an average 95% confidence interval for the peak pos-
ition of≈0.25 cm−1. Using the expression above and
taking into account the uncertainty in the slope, we
expect that our precision is better than 0.01◦. This
high precision allows us to map minute twist angle
variations within the sample as shown in figure 2(e),
which is a key result of this work.

Twist angle variations not only occur near rup-
tures, cracks or folds in the heterostructure, but
also within otherwise continuous regions of tBLG,
as illustrated by the close-up shown in figure 2(e).
This is in agreement with previous findings using
different characterization techniques [13, 17, 31–33],
but makes it difficult to directly compare twist
angle values extracted from Raman spectroscopy
data and from STM images. This is mainly because
of difficulties in identifying the exact same loca-
tions with both methods. It is worth noting that
in one case investigated, good agreement was found
within the margins of error (for more details, see
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Figure 3. (a) Width of the Raman TA peak ΓTA. (b) Numeric gradient of θTA, calculated from the close-up in figure 2(e). The
white dashed line in (a) and (b) is a guide to the eye to allow for easy comparison. (c) Two-dimensional histogram of the
correlation between ΓTA and |∇θTA|. For clarity both values are spatially averaged over their next-nearest neighbors. The black
dashed line shows a linear fit to the experimental data. The black line shows the expected broadening due to a homogeneous
gradient in θTA, i.e. in ωTA. The inset illustrates the peak broadening effect due to |∇θTA|. The colored lines represent the spectral
contribution of different positions within the laser spot. The pink line is the averaged Raman intensity detected at the
spectrometer. (d) Two representative Raman spectra of the TA mode with respective Lorentzian fits.

supplementary information). The information on
θTA obtained via confocal Raman spectroscopy is suit-
able for a fast characterization of tBLG stacks, or for
the preselection of high-quality areas with high θ
homogeneity for subsequent device fabrication.

The spatial resolution of this method is, however,
limited by the laser spot size, making it difficult to
resolve twist angle variations smaller than the spot
size. To obtain further insight into twist angle vari-
ations on length scales smaller than the laser spot
size, we can analyze the width of the Raman TA peak,
ΓTA. Figure 3(a) shows a map of ΓTA corresponding
to the magnified area shown in figure 2(e). We note
that these measurements were taken with a grating of
2400 linesmm−1 to allow for the high energy resol-
ution needed for the line width analysis. As can be
seen in figure 3(a), there are substantial variations in
ΓTA extending over a range of 2–10 cm−1 (see also two
representative Raman spectra with respective Lorent-
zian fits in figure 3(d)). The largest line widths are
observed in areas of large variations in ωTA, i.e. in
θTA (compare to figure 2(e)). We highlight this by
numerically calculating the magnitude of the gradi-
ent |∇θTA| as shown in figure 3(b) (for an easy com-
parison see white dashed lines in figures 3(a) and (b)).
To evaluate the correlation inmore detail, we plotΓTA

versus |∇θTA| in figure 3(c), wherewe employed next-
nearest neighbor averaging. The correlationmap sug-
gests that the increase in ΓTA in areas of large |∇θTA|
is caused by locally averaging various spectra of dif-
ferent θTA, i.e. ωTA, within the laser spot. This effect is
similar to the known strain variation-induced broad-
ening of the 2DRamanpeak in graphene [54, 60]. The
inset of figure 3(c) illustrates how this statistical aver-
aging effect broadens the TA peak.

To further verify that the peak broadening can
be attributed to statistical averaging, we perform a
numerical estimate of the expected ΓTA for a given

gradient |∇θTA|. This is done by convolving the
Gaussian shape of the laser spot with a Lorent-
zian peak describing the Raman TA mode with a
linearly varying ωTA, which corresponds to a con-
stant |∇θTA| [54]. The Gaussian peak is assumed to
have a full width at half maximum of 520 nm (cor-
responding to the measured laser spot size, as shown
in the supplementary information), and we use the
lowest experimentally measured ΓTA as the intrinsic
width ΓTA(|∇θ| ≈ 0) ≈ 2 cm−1. After this convolu-
tion, we use a Lorentzian fit to determine ΓTA of the
convolved peak. The result is shown as black line in
figure 3(c), representing the Raman TA peak width
if the gradient |∇θTA| is homogeneous within the
laser spot.

Since any inhomogeneities would lead to a TA
peak broadening, we expect this line to represent a
lower bound which agrees well with the experimental
data in figure 3(c). Data points close to the black line
represent areas of the tBLGwhere the broadeningΓTA

is dominated by twist angle variations extending to
length scales larger than the laser spot size (520 nm).
Values of ΓTA above this line correspond to areas with
large variations in θ on length scales smaller than
the spot size, which cannot be spatially-resolved and
thus do not contribute to |∇θTA|. To quantify the
empirically found correlation of ΓTA and |∇θTA| in
figure 3(c), we performa linear fit to our experimental
data as shown by the black dashed line in figure 3(c).
We find ΓTA(|∇θ| ≈ 0) = 1.97 ± 0.01 cm−1 and
a slope of β = 9.47 ± 0.08cm−1/(◦/µm). The
average twist angle gradient within our laser
spot is thus given by |∇θTA| = 0.106 (◦/µm)
·(ΓTA − 1.97cm−1)/(cm−1), whereΓTA is the exper-
imentally measured TA peak width. This analysis
demonstrates that measuring the Raman TA peak
position and width allows to spatially map the twist
angle and the twist angle variations in tBLG.

5
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In our study, we have focused on tBLG with
θ ≈ 6.5◦–8◦ due to the resonant effects enhancing
the intensity of the TA peak. To characterize samples
with smaller or larger twist angles, the resonance
conditions have to be considered [38, 39, 49, 61].
For small twist angles θ ≲ 4◦, the excitation energy
of the laser can be reduced into the infrared regime.
Close to the magic angle, however, the electronic
band structure of graphene flattens [6], which may
reduce the resonance energy even further than the
∼0.5 eV predicted by theory [39, 50]. To circum-
vent this problem, small twist angles may also be
accessed through electron–phonon processes close to
the M point, which requires larger excitation ener-
gies in the UV regime [41, 49]. Lattice relaxation
effects are another important consideration at small
twist angles, since these can alter the phonon disper-
sion [62]. While the method can still provide qual-
itative information on twist angle inhomogeneities,
for the absolute value of θ one needs to replace the
single-layer graphene (SLG) phonon dispersion with
an appropriate calculation. Our method can also be
extended to larger angles with the 2.33 eV excitation,
since the TA peak can be observed for θ > 15◦ due
to an interlayer electron–phonon process close to the
K point [37, 38].

Our method for determining the twist angle is
also interesting for benchmarking different fabrica-
tion techniques that are aimed to reduce twist angle
variations. Different approaches have emerged to
improve the fabrication of twisted bilayer graphene,
for example by using pyramid-shaped polymer
stamps [63], pre-cutting the graphene by local anodic
oxidation or laser cutting [64, 65], and mechanical
cleaning by AFM [13]. By constructing samples in the
range of 6.5◦–8◦, our method can quantify whether
certain techniques improve the twist angle uniformity
in twisted bilayer graphene. This alsomakes our work
relevant for improving the fabrication techniques to
make high-quality twisted bilayer graphene near and
at the magic angle.

In conclusion, we used confocal Raman spectro-
scopy to spatially map the twist angle in tBLG within
a range of 6.5◦–8◦. The Raman TA peak, activated by
the additional periodicity in the tBLG allows prob-
ing minute changes in the twist angle with a pre-
cision better than 0.01◦ and a spatial resolution of
∼500 nm. Furthermore, we have shown that ΓTA is a
measure of the twist angle variations on length scales
below the laser spot size and can be used to estim-
ate the average twist angle gradient. We expect that
the properties of twist angle homogeneity investig-
ated here will play a critical role in the understand-
ing and controlling of material properties of twis-
ted van der Waals heterostructures. In short, our
work makes spatially-resolved confocal Raman spec-
troscopy an important tool for the characterization of
tBLG and the bench-marking of different fabrication
methods.
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